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BACKGROUND In the EU, buildings cover as much as 40 % of the total energy consumption. Diverse policy measures have been launched in
different member states to reduce the energy consumption of housing. Recently, attention has been increasingly put into the energy generation
and energy efficiency choices made at the construction and renovation phases of buildings. Consumers are still hesitant in adopting novel
distributed renewable energy solutions and whole house approaching in reducing energy demand despite the recent rapid technical
development in the field. The USE project generates novel insights into the possibilities to accelerate the emergence of local and national
energy efficiency and renewable energy ecosystems providing services for consumers. It investigates the barriers and enablers for scaling up of
innovative service solutions and identifies measures to enhance the accelaration of business ecosystems promoting disruptive renewable
energy and energy efficiency innovations.
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Acceleration requires


Systemic change towards customer centric service
thinking in several separate but inter-related fields
including: energy production, buildings, construction
and public governance.



Holistic energy design practices which integrate
energy solutions during the entire life cycle (cradle to
grave).



Hybrid actors that are able to create linkages
between different spheres of action.



Developing and testing novel value co-creation and
appropriation mechanisms



Overcoming the main barriers facing building energy
service companies: lack of technical skills, disinterest
in energy efficiency improvement, and nonfunctional regulation.
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How to enable change?

PUBLIC GOVERNANCE



Strengthening of actor networks through collective
goal setting and knowledge exchange

 Public support to enable experimentation of new value
propositions, ecosystems roles, and digital platforms
 Boosting innovation and novel PPPs through
experimental urban development platforms
 Improving policy implementation processes and
reorienting organizational practices (e.g. in building
inspection) to match with the intentions of policies.
 Innovative public procurement & revision of urban
planning principles
 Holistic, integrated energy design services
 Support for peer to peer learning networks of
consumers

Coherent, consistent and comprehensive policy
mixes to support building energy service providers.
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